


Cast
(in order of appearance)

Laura Simms:
Robert Hiley:
Margaret Howison:
Donnell Dacillo:

Astra, Judge
Orion, Lawyer
Quinn, Waitress, Lawyer
Rigel, Lawyer

Billy Bob
Fifi
Xuxu
Irene

Ryan Trudeau:
Boeseya Man Van-Dyck:
Alex Stearns:
Laura Cobus:

Directed by Lorna Olafson & the cast, with a very
generous contribution from Mr. Robert Slade.

Faity is the classic and simple coming of age story. Girl and
boy are best friends. Girl loves boy. They can't be together
because boy likes boys, and girl doesn't know what she likes... she
loves boy, but if boy likes boys, then maybe girl likes girls, or
maybe girl is a boy that likes boys, and how do you even know
what you like anyway? Faity is quite obviously NOT an episode of
Lizzie McGuire.

Spy on girl (Astra) and boy (Orion) in their most intimate
conversations... where they contemplate sexual identity, religion,
and their turbulent relationship.



The Cast Would Like To Thank:
Ms. Lorna Olafson for making us feel that we didn't

suck, which was nice, and put more time, care, energy and
new ideas in this play than we could have asked for. Thanks
to Mr. Robert G (G for Gigantically-awesome) Slade for his
incredibly helpful suggestions. Thanks to Jessica & Halley for
being there in the beginning, and for giving us the ultimate
challenge...

Thank you to Kelly & Christine for their love and
assistance from the very beginning, thank you as well to their
very helpful and kind families.

HUGE THANK YOU'S GOIN OUT TO THE ZOMBIE
HOUSE! Thanks to the Stearns family for housing us, feeding
us, tolerating us, and above all, clothing us... (in gospel
robes!!!)

Thanks to Ragpickers, Sweetz Candy, Westminster
Housing Co-Op, and Gordon Bell High School. (Panther
Pride!!!) (ew)

Infinite thanks to our friends and family, who supported
us, put up with our insane schedules and loved us even when
we were (are?) crazy... Thanks to our respective workplaces
for not firing us when we handed in our July availability... and
thanks to The Winnipeg Fringe Festival, for not putting an
age requirement on theatrical madness.



Laura Would Like To Thank:
The Winnipeg Fringe festival staff & volunteers for putting up with my

questions and emails and for having such a grand opportunity available in the first

place...
Thanks to my friends, for patiently listening to my fiery-eyed rambles

about 'THE SCRIPT', and loving me even when I started talking to myself...

Specific thanks to Toby Shirt, an integral part of the Nitrogen Cycle, who
understands what I'm saying before I even say it. Thank you, Patrick... for not
hating me for two-timing the band for the play---and for introducing me to The

Cocteau Twins & all the other incredible bands I hadn't found yet.
I wish to thank my family for driving me around, assembling bookshelves,

and calling me 17 times a day just to tell me they love me... (you know who you
are...) Thank you to my Mum for being a huge source of love and generosity.
Thanks to Karin for her hospitality through all the cast invasions. Thanks especially
to my Dad, for accepting his Taxicab fares in butterscotch mllkshakes and mixed

tapes... also for helping me out with virtually anything he could. Warning:
Gratuitous Nana-dity! I love you, Nana!

Thanks to Ms. Olafson, for reminding me to breathe, eat, and sleep,
because sometimes, I forgot. Thanks for * believing in Fairy* Ms. 0... you're

fantastic. Thanks to Mr. Kuly for his ideas during the evolution of the script, and
for letting us Invade his room.

Thanks to the cast, for agreeing to hop on this ship and who did not

flinch when I revealed that we were in fact, on the Titanic. You have each
brought something incredible and irreplaceable to this play, thank you so much for

everything. I love you all ~ much. If you ever need a blood transfusion,

heart transplant, new thumb... you just call me up, OK?

Hugest thanks to Ms. Robyn "Hobkins" Slade. Thanks for always being

there to answer my frantic/joyful phone calls, for those ambitious/inspirational
Second Cup rants, for all the slobbery marshmallows you stuck on my face, for

every retractable punch I receive and for every neutral colour you wear, Thank

You. I love you very much, Hobklns. EVERYONE GO SEE...

PETEY MACK: DE-CLAWED!
Thanks to the transit system, Discmans, and Double M batteries, for

allowing my thoughts to travel faster than bus transportation.

Thanks most of all to you, the
audience! You have made a very stupid & clumsy girl very happy.

Love Apple Inc.


